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Trees Disappearance Leaves the Tree Savers Bamboozled

The land once filled with flora and fauna is now brown and dusty. The precious trees which once provided a home for many animals are now gone. Trees have started a plot to move as they are sick and tired from standing in one spot for their whole life. Many trees have succeeded, but some fell short (Photo A) and been left lying on the ground to rot. The sacred grounds once filled with trees have lost their sacred touch. The Tree Saver (T.S) have been trying to locate the trees so please donate money to provide the T.S with the new Tree Finder 2000 to help them find the trees.

The Tree Stump Apartment Seige

The Tree Stump Apartment (Photo B) has had a siege leaving several residents dead or injured. Some residents, Trevor and Anna Grub, have been terribly injured by the thump several people have done to their home (Photo C). Several people have been swooped up by birds leaving only one suspect. Mr Crevasse Claw has been revealed to have eaten Mr Snail and Mrs Grubbings. The Grub All Time Surveillance or the GATS have been watching him for anymore moves.